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TT No.118: Keith Aslan - Saturday 7th March 2020; SKELMERSDALE UNITED v 

Charnock Richard; North West Counties Premier Division; Kick Off: 15.00; Result: 

2-4; Admission: £4 for oldies; Programme £2; Attendance: 192 (161 home, 25 away 

& 6 neutral) 

Skelmersdale is a new town (at least it was when it was built) which has all the 

architectural splendour of Corby. A bleak dystopian nightmare it was created to 

accommodate the Liverpool overspill, although I suppose if you've lived in 

Liverpool then Skelmersdale doesn't seem so bad. A half hour bus service from 

outside Wigan station takes you to within 10 minutes of the ground on the western 

edge of town. Don't get off at the bus station or you'll have a very long walk. The 

ground is a work in progress but what’s there, is all good. Covering the length of 

the far touchline are seven rows of terracing, some covered, broken only by the 

obligatory Atcost stand. More terracing is under construction behind the goal. The 

turnstiles have yet to be built and as things stand at the moment you can easily get 

into the ground for nothing through the clubhouse. The secretary said the club 

relied on people’s honesty, in my experience not usually a big money spinner. The 

clubhouse has a wide range of food to satisfy the hungry hopper as well as hot and 

cold drinks. A place to relax pre match and watch the lunchtime football on TV. On 

the wall is a framed, world cup winner’s shirt signed by all of the players. That 

was in 1966 in case you'd forgotten. The ground is part of the JMO Sports Park 

which also contains another full-sized plastic pitch which had a West Lancashire 

League game on it, as well as a number of 5-a-side pitches. Not the most 

attractive of locations but I don't suppose scenery was uppermost in Skelmersdale's 

thoughts when they were looking for a new ground. This is the third venue I've 

seen Skelmersdale play their home games at. They join a long list of clubs who I've 

previously seen on a brand-new ground, full of expectation, only to see them 

thrown out for one reason or another a few years later. Hopefully this one will last 

longer than their last 'new ground'. Northwich Victoria, Slough, Witney and 

Aylesbury immediately spring to mind but there are many other short stay 

examples. Nothing is forever. 

The FA have decreed respect handshakes are a ‘no-no’ at the moment but they 

still force teams to walk past each other in a line before kick-off, just no physical 

contact! Is it only me who thinks this is completely insane? Skelmersdale have been 

without their manager for the past five weeks as he is away in India working for 

Liverpool football club. Presumably he's checking to make sure the sweat shops are 

fulfilling their quota of 'unfair trade' shirts. Replica football shirts: Made for 

children, by children. The game was thrilling in parts, not quite so thrilling in 

others with some fine goals amid the six witnessed this afternoon. Although the 

match started dead on time it still didn't end until 5 to 5. Oh, how I pine for the 

good old days when a 4.45 finish meant there had been a bucket load of injuries. 



Next day in the Non-League Paper, the 'Groundhopper' had a report on his recent 

visit to Skelmersdale. He gives marks out of 10 on various aspects of his trip, and 

football being a game of opinions, I disagree with most of his. Food '4', I'd have 

given it 8. Programme '6', definitely an 8 from me if only for giving a name check 

to Zimbabwean defender Danger Fourpence. Home fans '8', I can only assume, as 

he saw a night match, the group of foul-mouthed yobs at my game were all on 

ASBOS for his visit. Facilities '6'. Why only 6, all the facilities you could expect or 

want at this level were in place. What must they have done to get more than a 6? 

A five-star restaurant? A spa? An Ed Sheeran concert at half time? Come on. The 

one aspect he didn't grade was the trains. Today I'd have given them a 9, were that 

it always so. 
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